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[57] ABSTRACT 
In a method and an apparatus for putting down or tak 
ing up a load from or upon a loading location by way of 
a crane, wherein the crane or the loading location is 
subjected to substantially irregular vertical movements 
which change the distance between the hoisting hook of 
the crane and the loading location, there is accom 
plished a preferably continuous measuring of values 
which give information about the distance and relative 
velocity between a point on the crane and the loading 
location. The measuring signals are treated and possibly 
converted so as to create regulating signals which in?u 
ence the velocity of the hoisting hook and/or the posi 
tion of the crane to impart to the hoisting hook an accel 
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METHOD FOR SE'ITING DOWN OR TAKING UP A 
LOAD FROM OR UPON A LOADING LOCATION 
BY MEANS OF A CRANE AND AN APPARATUS 

FOR CARRYING OUT THE METHOD 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to a method for setting 
down or taking up a load from or upon a loading loca 
tion by means of a crane, wherein the crane or the load 
ing location is subjected to substantially irregular verti 
cal movements which change the distance between the 
hoisting hook of the crane and the loading location. 
The invention also relates to an apparatus for carry 

ing out the method. 
For vessels which are on the sea or in the air, it may 

often in stormy weather be difficult to carry out loading 
and unloading operations without damaging the load. 
Semi-submerged drilling platforms or other seagoing 
vessels of the ship type which are used in work in open 
sea obtain, for example, a vertical movement due to 
waves or rolling sea. Such a movement may entail that 
a load which is to be put down outside the vessel by a 
crane thereon, or a load which is to be put down on a 
vessel from another seagoing vessel or, for example a 
helicopter, meets thelbase with such a force that dam 
age is effected on the load and the base. In connection 
with large and heavy loads such movement may be very 
critical, which entails that the loading and unloading 
work can be carried out only during relatively calm 
weather conditions. This may mean a prolonged wait 
ing time for carrying out the planned work, which in 
turn may raise the cost of the subject project in dislocat 
ing the progress schedule thereof. 

In connection with semi-submerged drilling plat 
forms there is known a heave compensation technique 
which is used during drilling operations. Here, the pres 
sure exerted by the tip of the drill bit against the bottom 
of the drilling well is sensed. The pressure, which sub 
stantially is made up of the weight of the drilling string, 
is kept at a suitable level by controllable counteracting 
means. These respond in pace with the pressure changes 
which are due either to the increased length of the 
drilling string or the heaving motions of the drilling 
platform. In connection with heave compensation for 
hoisting crances, the pressure changes sensed are be 
lieved to be too small for affording a rapid and suffi 
ciently accurate result which meets the requirements 
for a sterling heave compensation which are demanded 
for hoisting cranes on vessels at sea. ' " 

Another so-called heave compensating system is 
known in connection with cranes used on vessels work 
ing in open sea. The system here comprises a heave 
energy absorbing device which is suspended in the 
hoisting hook and constitutes an extension thereof. 
When the load is hooked onto the hoisting hook via the 
energy absorbing device, which is designed with a tele 
scope part consisting of a series of cylinders, the device 
will follow the wave motions or the heave motions 
approximately 3 to 4 times whereafter, at the top of 
such a motion, it will raise the load by means of the 
stored energy. The load will then be raised so high that 
it clears the top of the next wave. 
Such a device is, however, only advantageous when 

a load is to be lifted, for example from an auxiliary 
vessel to a drilling platform. In landing a load on a base 
which moves relative to the crane, the system is without 
value. ~ 
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_2 
SUMMARY OF INVENTION 

Thus, the object of the present invention is to arrive 
at a system which in a simple and reliable manner com 
pensates for the heave motions of the crane or the load 
ing location, both when the load is put down and when 
it is taken up. 
According to the invention this object is obtained by 

a method of the kind referred to above, characterized 
by accomplishing a preferably continuous measuring of 
units which give information about distance and rela 
tive velocity between a point on the crane and the load 
ing ‘location and treating and possibly converting the 
measuring signals to create regulating signals which 
in?uence the velocity of the hoisting hook and/or the 
position of the crane so as to impart to the hoisting hook 
an acceleration or retardation as a compensation for the 

' said irregular movements, so that the relative move 
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ment between the load and the loading location will 
follow the course desired by the operator without unde 
sired powerful collisions between the load and the load 
ing location. 

Electromagnetic waves, preferably microwaves, may 
conveniently be used for measuring distance and rela 
tive velocity. If desired, laser technique may be used. 
Another possibility consists in using a metering cord 
which is stretched between a point on the crane and the 
loading location, and which is kept taut between the 
fixing point and the loading location by suitable taking 
in and paying out means. 

Aside from compensating for the irregular move 
ments in the regulation of the hoisting machinery and 
/or the machinery for the crane beam directly, a device 
which affects the depending cable length of the hoisting 
hook independently of the hoisting machinery of the 
hoisting hook may suitably be used. Such a device may, 
for example, consist of reciprocatable cylinders which 
during normal conditions are maintained in an interme 
diate position and which when irregular movements of 
the crane or the loading location occur have imparted 
to them a change of position corresponding to that 
change of length of the hoisting cable which is neces 
sary for compensating the said additional movements. 
Possibly, the device may consist of adjustable weight 
means which are connected to separate or common 
drive means for hoisting and lowering the weight 
means. ‘ . 

An apparatus for carrying out the method is, accord 
ing to the invention, characterized in that it comprises 
means for preferably continuously measuring units 
which give information about distance and relative 
velocity between a point on the crane and the loading 
location and means for treating and possibly converting 
the measuring signals so that these may create regulat 
ing signals which in?uence the velocity of the hoisting 
hook and/or the position of the crane so as to impart to 
the hoisting hook an acceleration or retardation for 
compensating the said irregular movements, so that the 
relative movement between the load and the loading 
location will follow the course desired by the operator 
without unwanted powerful collisions between the load 
and the loading location. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The invention will in the following be described in 
further details, reference being had to the drawings. 
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FIG. 1 is a diagrammatic view of a relatively large 
hoisting crane which may be mounted on a semi-sub 
merged drilling platform or a similar vessel. 
FIG. 2 is a diagrammatic sketch illustrating the prin 

ciple of the hoisting winch of the crane. 
FIG. 3 is a simpli?ed block diagram of a ?rst embodi 

ment of a regulating course comprising the method 
according to the present invention. 
FIG. 4 is a simpli?ed block diagram of a second em 

bodiment of a regulating course comprising the method 
according to the invention. 
FIG. 5 is a diagrammatic sketch illustrating the prin 

ciple of the hoisting winch of the crane, including a ?rst 
device according to the invention for automatic com 
pensation regulation of the hoisting cable. 
FIG. 6 is a simpli?ed block diagram of the control 

course associated with the device of FIG. 5. 
FIG. 7 is a diagrammatic sketch illustrating the prin 

ciple of the hoisting winch of the crane, including a 
second device according to the invention for automatic 
compensation regulation of the hoisting cable. 
FIG. 8 is a simpli?ed block diagram of the control 

course associated with the device of FIG. 7. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

In FIG. 1, 1 is the general designation of a hoisting 
crane which may be on a seaborne vessel, for example a 
semi-submerged drilling platform as indicated at 1'. The 
hoisting crane 1, which is located on one of the decks of 
the drilling platform, mainly comprises a base 2 on 
which the crane may turn by means of suitable driving 
means (not shown). These together with driving means 
for the remaining movements to be performed by the 
crane, are accommodated in a machine housing 3, the 
upper part of which merges with an upwardly extend 
ing framework 4. The latter is provided with a top part 
5 in which three blocks 6, 7 and 8 are supported. Below 
the machine housing 3 a driver’s cab is provided and a 
ladder 10 extends between this and the machine housing 
3. Above the driver’s cab 9 there is located a bearing 
point 11 for one end of the crane beam 12 which is kept 
in a protruding position by means of a cable 13 extend 
ing from a driving drum (not shown) in the machine 
housing 3 via the block 7 and via a second block 14 to 
an attachment point on the top part 5. The block 14 is 
rotatably supported in one end of a tension rod 15, the 
other end of which is pivotally attached close to the top 
of the crane beam as indicated at 16 in FIG. 1. In the 
free outer end 17 of the crane beam, two blocks 18 and 
19 are rotatably mounted, the block 18 serving to guide 
a cable 20 for a ?rst hoisting hook 21 and the block 19 
serving to guide a cable 23 for a second, larger hoisting 
hook 22. 
As appears from FIG. 1, the hoisting cable 20 extends 

from the area of the hoisting hook 21 via the blocks 18 
and 6 back to the machine housing in which, for exam 
ple, it is wound up on a driving drum (not shown). The 
hoisting cable 23 is ?rmly anchored at the block 8 and 
extends therefrom around a block 24 on the hook 22 and 
via the block 8 back to the machine housing in which, in 
the same manner as the cable mentioned above, it is 
wound up on a driving drum. ' 
As mentioned, the hoisting crane 1 may be mounted 

on, e.g., a semi-submerged drilling platform 1’, the 
upper part thereof projecting above the water level 25. 
Such a semi-submerged vessel is subjected to motions 
due to heavy sea, which entails that the vessel heaves up 
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4 
and down. Such a heaving motion is indicated by a 
double arrow 26. If a load is to be put down, for exam 
ple by means of the hoisting hook 22, the hoisting hook 
will, in addition to the movement desired by the crane 
operator, have superimposed thereonto a vertical addi 
tional movement caused by the heave and/or rolling 
movements of the vessel 1’. If the hook 22 is to lower a 
relatively large load towards a base 27, the load may, as 
a consequence of the heaving motions, meet the base 
with such a force that the load and/or the base are 
heavily damaged. 
For balancing the heave motions to which the carry 

ing vessel is subjected and which are transferred to the 
load as an undesired and critical additional motion, a 
device 21 is provided at the top of the hoisting beam 12, 
which device substantially continuously accomplishes 
measurements of values affording information about 
distance and relative velocity to the location on the base 
27 at which the load is to be taken up or put down. 
Conveniently, the device 21 may comprise one or more 
transmitters for transmitting electromagnetic waves, 
preferably microwaves, or one or more receivers for 
receiving the waves transmitted and reflected from the 
loading location 27. In association with the means 28 or 
on some other suitable location, for example in the driv 
er’s cab 9, there may be provided means for treating and 
possibly converting the measuring signals and for trans 
ferring them to suitable regulating means serving to 
in?uence the velocity of the hoisting hook and/or the 
position of the crane beam. Thereby it is achieved that 
the relative movement between the hoisting hook 22 or 
the load itself and the loading locations becomes inde 
pendent of the additional motions caused by the move 
ment of the vessel. The hoisting hook 22 can then fol 
low the course of motion desired by the crane operator, 
which gives the load a soft landing on the loading loca 
tion 27. This is accomplished due to the fact that as a 
compensation to the additional motions which are due 
to the heave motions of the carrying vessel, the load 
will have imparted to itan acceleration or retardation 
which counteracts the motion of the vessel and hence 
prevents undesired powerful collisions between the 
load and the loading location 27. 

In FIG. 2, which is a diagrammatic sketch illustrating 
the principle of one of the hoisting winches of the crane, 
e. g., of the hoisting hook 22, 22' designates the hoisting 
hook itself which carries a load 28a. 8', 8", 19’, 19" and 
24’ denote blocks over which the hoisting cable 23’ is 
passed, one end of the cable 23' being wound onto a ?rst 
hoisting drum 29, whereas the other end is wound onto 
a second hoisting drum 30. The hoisting drums 29 and 
30 are arranged for rotation in different directions and 
can via transmissions (not shown) be connected to sepa 
rate motors as indicated at 31 and 32 respectively. It is 
to be understood that, if desired, the hoisting drums 29 
and 30 may be connected to a common drive motor. 

In FIG. 3, there is shown a simpli?ed block-diagram 
of a ?rst embodiment of a regulating course serving to 
compensate for the heave motions or the additional 
motions to which the crane is subjected and which 
disturb the normal acceleration or retardation course 
for the load when this is to be lifted from or put down 
on the loading location. In FIG. 3 the block 28' desig 
nates a means corresponding to the means 28 discussed 
in connection with FIG. 1 and which measures values 
giving information about distance and relative velocity 
between the top point of the crane beam 12 and the 
loading location 27 (FIG. 1). The measuring signals 
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from the measuring means 28' are supplied to a block 33 
which is a converter/comparator unit. The latter also 
receives information signals from the driver’s cab which 
here is indicated by the block 9’. The control signals 
from the driver’s cab 9’ are supplied to the block 34 
which represents motor control and which also receives 
the signals transmitted from the block 33. From the 
motor control 34 signals are supplied to a motor 31’ 
driving the hoisting drum 29’, and to a motor 32’ driving 

_ the hoisting drum 30', respectively. 
If there is a ?xed distance between the measuring 

means 28 and the loading location 27 (FIG. 1), the 
motor control 34 will be in?uenced only by the control 
signals arriving from the driver’s cab 9’. The hoisting 
and lowering of the hook 22' with its load 28A is then 
accomplished according to the course decided by the 
crane driver, whether this is produced by manual con 
trol, semiautomatically or fully automatically, this 
course involving that the load is given a retardation or 
acceleration which prevents undesired powerful colli 
sions between the load and the loading location when 
the load is to be put down or taken up. 

If the measuring instrument 28’ detects a change of 
distance between the top of the crane beam and the 
loading location, i.e., a relative motion therebetween, a 
signal is transmitted from the measuring instrument 28’ 
to the converter/comparator unit 33. The latter may be 
so adapted that based on the information signals re 
ceived from the operator’s cab giving information about 
the velocity of the hoisting hook and of its position 
relative to the loading location it can decide whether a 
regulating signal is to be transmitted to the motor con 
trol 34. The condition for the transmission of regulating 
signals can be, for example, that during lowering the 
load is so close to the loading location that compensa 
tion regulation is required, super?uous compensation 
then being avoided in connection with large hoisting 
lengths during the phase of the hoisting when the‘load 
is high above the base. 

If the conditions for compensation is ful?lled, the unit 
33 will transmit regulating signals to the motor control 
34, which make the hoisting hook follow the predeter 
mined course of motion, so that the hook with its load 
approaches the loading location with an optimum, uni 
form velocity. 

In other words, the block diagram according to FIG. 
3 illustrates an embodiment of a regulating system for 
heave compensation for crane motions, wherein the 
measuring signals are supplied directly to the control 
means of the hoisting machinery for in?uencing the 
motions of the hoisting hook, possibly in connection 
with given preset conditions. 

In FIG. 4 there is shown a simpli?ed block diagram 
of a second embodiment of a regulating course for 
heave compensation of the motion of the hoisting hook. 
Aside from supplying compensation signals to the 
motor control of the hoisting machinery, the compensa 
tion signals will in this case also be supplied to the ma 
chinery of the crane beam for in?uencing the motion 
thereof. In FIG. 4, 28” designates a measuring instru 
ment or means as described in connection with the 
means 28 in FIG. 1, and this instrument is connected to 
a converter/comparator unit 35. The unit 35 receives 
information signals from the driver’s cab 9" in a similar 
manner as the unit 34, according to FIG. 3, and both 
from the driver’s cab 9" and the unit 35, control signals 
are supplied to a ?rst motor control 34’ for the hoisting 
hook 22' as well as to a second motor control for the 
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6 
crane beam 12 (FIG. 1). Control signals from the motor 
control 34' are supplied to a hoisting motor 36 driving 
the hoisting winch 37 for the hoisting hook, whereas 
control signals from the motor control 34" are trans 
ferred to a motor 39 for moving the winch 12’ of the 
crane beam. 
A regulating course of the type illustrated in FIG. 4, 

wherein both the hoisting machinery and the machinery 
for the movement of the hoisting btam are in?uenced 
for the purpose of compensating for the heave motions 
of the carrying ship, may ?nd practical application in 
cranes of moderate weight and dimensions, if desired in 
those positions of the crane beam in which the stresses 
of the machinery causing the movement of the crane 
beam are at a minimum. In the case of large crane di 
mensions, i.e., large crane beams and heavy loads, it 

. may be appropriate to use the regulating course 
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sketched and discussed in connection with FIG. 3. 
In FIG. 5 there is diagrammatically illustrated a spe 

cial way in which the depending length of the hoisting 
cable may be regulated. The diagrammatic sketch illus 
trating the principle of the hoisting winch of the crane 
is here approximately similar to the sketch shown in 
FIG. 3 and identical reference numerals are therefore 
used for corresponding parts. What distinguishes the 
sketch in FIG. 5 from the sketch of FIG. 3 is that be 
tween the blocks 8” and 19" a hydraulic means is inter 
posed which is generally designated by 39 and which 
mainly comprises a hydraulic cylinder 41 having a re 
ciprocatable piston 40. To the cylinder 41 there are 
connected pressure conduits 42 and 43 connected to 
hydraulic aggregates (not shown) as well as control 
means and valve means (not shown) for regulating the 
position of thee piston. The protruding end of the piston 
arm carries a block 44 around which the hoisting cable 
23’ is passed via additional blocks 45 and 46. Under 
normal conditions the piston rod 40 is kept in an inter 
mediate position. When the load 280 depending from 
the hook 22’ moves in a manner which deviates from the 
desired course of movement, a change of position is 
imparted to the piston rod 40 for shortening or length 
ening the hoisting cable and thereby compensating for 
the undesired additional movement of the crane. 

In FIG. 6 there is by means of a simpli?ed block-dia 
gram sketched a control course which may be used in 
connection with the embodiment illustrated in FIG. 5. 
As appears from both FIGS. 5 and 6 the additional 
motion is here compensated for independently of the 
control of the hoisting machinery. As illustrated in FIG. 
6, the control signals from the driver’s cab 9" are sup 
plied directly to the motor control for the hoisting ma 
chinery and/or the driving machinery of the crane 
beam, whereas information signals of the type discussed 
previously are transmitted to a converter/comparator 
unit 45. The unit 45 also receives signals from the mea 
suring means 28"’. From the unit 45 signals are trans 
ferred to a control unit 46 which in turn in?uences the 
means 47 which comprises the hydraulic aggregates 
with control means and valve means discussed in con 
nection with FIG. 5, and which imparts to the piston 
rod 40 an appropriate movement in one or the other 
direction depending on the deviation of the load from 
the desired course of movement consequent to the 
heave motions of the vessel. 

In FIG. 7 there is illustrated another embodiment of 
a device which in?uences the depending cable length of 
the loading hook independently of the hoisting machin 
ery of the hoisting hook. The device here consists of 
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one or more adjustable weights depending from the 
block 44 and generally designated 48. The gravity of 
each weight or the number of weights may be adapted 
to the gravity of the load. The weight may conveniently 
consist of disk-shaped concrete elements 48’ provided 
with a central opening and threaded onto a rod 49. 
Through a cable 51 which passes an upper block 52 and 
a lower block 53, and which with its two ends is at 
tached to the top and the bottom of the weights, respec 
tively, each weight 48 is connected to a separate drum 
50’ driven by a separate or a common driving means 50 
for hoisting and lowering the weights whenever com 
pensation for the heave motion of the vessel is required. 
A simpli?ed block diagram of a control course that 

may be used in connection with the embodiment illus 
trated in FIG. 7 is disclosed in FIG. 8 which approxi 
mately corresponds to the block diagram of FIG. 6 with 
the exception that the hydraulic control 47 and the 
hydraulic device 39 are here substituted by the drive 
means 50 driving the drum 50’ for the cable 51. 

It is to be understood that the present invention may 
be carried out in other ways than those described above, 
without departing from the scope of the invention. For 
measuring the values expressing distance and relative 
velocity between a point on the crane and the loading 
location, it is possible, for example, in addition to the 
microwaves to a laser technique. If desired, there may 
be used a metering cord which is extended between a 
point on the crane beam and the loading location, and 
which is maintained taut between the attachment point 
on the crane and the loading location by suitable taking 
in and paying out means. In connection with the meter 
ing cord, there may suitably be used a counting device 
which in suitable length units registers the length of the 
cord and hence the desired distance, the counting de 
vice being connected to suitable means sensing the 
change of length of the cord per unit of time. 
For the measuring it is also possible to use instru 

ments using ultra-sound or optics. Further, accelerome 
ters may be used which measure to heave dynamic 
motions of the crane‘beam, or instruments measuring 
the heave angle position of the crane beam relative to a 
given reference position. 
The regulating means discussed which influence the 

various drive means must, of course, be of such a type 
that they maintain optimum hoisting and lowering con 
ditions. In other words, it is necessary to elect and adapt 
regulators of the types proportional regulator, propor 
tional/integral regulator, proportional/derivate/inte 
gral regulator, etc., depending on the conditions pre 
vailing at the place of operation. 
What I claim is: 
1. In a method for putting down or taking up a load 

from or upon a loading location by means of a crane, 
wherein the crane or the loading location is subjected to 
substantially irregular vertical movements which 
change the distance between the hoisting hook of the 
crane and the loading location, and wherein. there is 
accomplished a preferably continuous measuring of 
units which give information about distance and rela 
tive velocity between a point on the crane and the load 
ing location and treating and possibly converting the 
measuring signals so as to create regulating signals 
which impart to the hoisting hook an acceleration or 
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8 
retardationas a compensation for the irregular move 
ments, so that the relative movement between the load 
and the loading location will follow the course desired 
by the operator, without undesired powerful collisions 
between the load and the loading location, and wherein 
the measuring signals are supplied to a device which 
affects the depending cable length of the hoisting cable 
independently of the hoisting machinery thereof, the 
improvement comprising the steps of providing at least 
one adjustable gravity in?uenced weight means for 
regulating the depending length of the hoisting cable, 
connecting said weight means, maintaining said weight 
means during normal conditions in an intermediate posi 
tion and thereafter moving said weight means out of 
said intermediate position to shorten or lengthen the 
hoisting cable. 

2. The method according to claim 1, characterized by 
using concrete elements as said weight means. 

3. The method according to claim 1, characterized by 
using electromagnetic waves, preferably microwaves, 
for the measuring. 

4. The method according to claim 1, characterized by 
using a laser technique, optics or ultra-sound for the 
measuring, possibly in combination. 
-5. In an apparatus for carrying out a method for set 

ting down or taking up a load from or upon a loading 
location by means of a crane, wherein the crane or the 
loading location is subjected to substantially irregular 
vertical movements which change the distance between 
the hoisting hook of the crane and the loading place, 
comprising means for preferably continuously measur 
ing values which give information about distance and 
relative velocity between a point on the crane and the 
loading location, means for treating and possibly con 
verting the measuring signals so as to create regulating 
signals which influence the velocity of the hoisting 
hook and/or the position of the crane, and a device 
provided in the cable path of the loading hook, which 
device in response to signals from the measuring means 
or converting means in?uences the depending cable 
length of the loading hook independently of the hoisting 
machinery thereof, the improvement wherein the de 
vice for regulating the depending cable length of the 
hoisting hook comprises at least one adjustable gravity 
in?uenced weight means connected to drive means for 
hoisting and lowering the weight means in response to 
undesired additional motions of the hoisting hook. 

6. The apparatus according to claim 5, characterized 
in that the weight means include concrete balancing 
elements. 

7. The apparatus according to claim 5, characterized 
in that the measuring means comprise at least one trans 
mitter and at least one receiver operating with a laser 
technique, optics or ultra-sound, possibly in combina 
tion. 

8. The apparatus according to claim 5, characterized 
in that the measuring means comprise accelerometers 
which measure the heave dynamic motions of the crane 
beam. 

9. The apparatus according to claim 5, characterized 
in that the measuring means comprise instruments for 
measuring the angular alteration of the crane beam 
relative to a given reference position. 

* * * * 3F 


